
PATENTS

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A STANDARD PATENT AND AN INNOVATION PATENT

A title, description, 
up to five claims.

A title, description, 
any number of claims.

Be new, useful 
and involve an 
innovative step.

Be new, useful 
and involve an 
inventive step.

INNOVATION PATENT STANDARD PATENTVS

The application should include

Your invention must

Optional. Mandatory.

Examination

Up to eight years.

Up to 20 years
(up to 25 years for 
pharmaceuticals).

Protection period

How long does the process take?

Approximately one month for 
grant. Six months for examination.

Six months to several years 
depending on circumstances.
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WHY IT’S IMPORTANT 
TO FILE FOR A PATENT
A patent is a legally enforceable right for a device, 
substance, method or process. It will give you exclusive 
commercial rights to your invention, stop others from 
manufacturing, using and/or selling your invention, let 
you license someone else to manufacture your invention.

An innovation patent 
provides fast protection.
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THE BENEFITS OF AN INNOVATION PATENT

It lasts for up to eight years 
from the filing date of your 

application.

It is suitable for a device, 
substance, method or process 

that does not have the 
inventive step requirement 

needed in a standard patent 
application.

BRIEF OVERVIEW OF 
INNOVATION PATENT 
PROCESS
If you want protection for an invention 
with a short market life that might be 
superseded by newer innovations, such as 
computer-based inventions, an innovation 
patent is worth considering. An innovation 
patent lasts up to eight years and is a 
relatively quick and inexpensive. 

The innovation patent requires an innovative step. An innovative step exists when 
the invention is different from what is known before and the difference makes a 
substantial contribution to the working of the invention. The innovation patent 
protects an incremental advance on existing technology.

HOW BONDIP CAN HELP YOU 
WITH YOUR INNOVATION PATENT

Manage every step of the Innovation patent process

Assess your patent eligibility and project

Perform Patent search for viability

Manage the patent application process and patent specification

See you through the patent examination process

Manage patent certification and publication process

PATENT LAW

APPLY FOR YOU INNOVATION PATENT BEFORE
IT IS PHASED OUT ON AUGUST 25,2021


